
Lila Rose Synopsis 
 
 
It’s a drought-ridden summer in rural, southwest Georgia.  Lila Rose Hart is the 25 year-old, single 
mother of 6 year-old Mattie, trying to score big as a songwriter.  She has quite a voice, too, but 
stopped singing when her music partner, Mattie's father, died serving in Iraq.  Lila Rose works on 
the line of the local school bus factory to make ends meet and lives with her older sister, Ruby. 
 
Ruby is also a line worker:  a welder for 15 years and full time.  Ruby’s mission: bus and factory 
safety.  She keeps the pressure on Lila Rose to make Mattie more of a priority than her bright-light, 
pipe dreams.  
 
Buddy, their brother, camps out on Ruby’s sofa whenever he has local work, doing irrigation repair, 
or when he's "outsourced" by his wife for staring too long at the thick end of a bottle.  He's just trying 
to stay sober. 
 
Lila Rose spends every minute writing songs and jamming with Denny, a banjo virtuoso, who stays 
afloat with a marijuana crop til he gets his big break.  They work together in an abandoned school 
bus that Lila Rose outfitted with curtains and a make-shift desk.   One sticking point: it sits on 
McRae property at the edge of the family farm.  
 
McCrae's last living son, Luke, comes back to town from a big city job in finance to oversee his 
company's buy-out of the school bus factory, and pull tighter on the reins of managing the farm.   He 
hires Buddy for irrigation repair, stirs up Ruby with talk of factory cuts and quotas, and discovers Lila 
Rose camped out in a school bus on his family property.  
 
Luke's presence sets in motion a collision of events that upends each of their lives, and Denny, too, 
leaving them to sift and sort through what's left of their dreams. 
 
 


